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Phone: (541) 389-4928
Fax: (866) 583-9946
www.USMailboxes.com
Email: Info@USMailboxes.com

"Committed to continuing the values of high quality service in a prompt, timely manner." - Michael G. Johnston, President

Commercial
We sell secure mailboxes at the best prices available
anywhere. With over 25 years in the business we have
the most experience in the industry! We offer free
quotes plus additional discounts on large orders. Since
May of 1983, USMailboxes has been in business
installing cluster mailboxes for the United States Postal
Service. Over the course of the past 25 years we have
installed thousands of mailboxes and concrete pads for
the USPS. At various times we have held USPS
contracts for nearly every area of California, Oregon,
and Washington.

We also carry the
New Wall Mount
4C Horizontal Units
& roofed structures.
For replacement of
existing mailboxes
we have the 4B+
wall mount units.

Individual

Our commercial mailboxes are designed to meet or exceed newest USPS standards,
featuring robotically welded cabinet and hood seams and a rugged, weatherproof
powdercoat finish which resists scratching and vandalism. They are constructed of 300
series stainless steel and aircraft aluminum, including a heavy
duty aluminum pedestal. The customer and parcel doors are
constructed with reinforced corners with
360 degree wrap around hinges as well as
interlocking overlap seams designed to
prevent prying. For high-risk areas, we
also provide High Security Cluster Box
Unit mailboxes which provide extra
security.

We supply single locking mailboxes for security from mail
and identity theft. They are made strong and sturdy to be
vandal resistant. We have a wide selection of boxes to meet
the practical and unique requirements of most homeowners’
mailbox needs.
We can fill difficult needs with specialized
and custom made mailboxes. For high
vandalism areas we can provide mailboxes
made with up to 1/4” steel which proves
bat and hammer proof and even bullet
resistant. We can also provide boxes for
special applications such as to be mounted
in a stone housing.

Installation

USMailboxes has installed thousands of mailboxes and concrete pads for the US Postal Service,
land developers, building contractors, and homeowners. We can provide installation services in
select areas and for large quantities. Please inquire.
We provide consultation at no extra charge, including USPS specifications for the concrete pad and bolt
installation. We offer installation kits which include the USPS specified stainless steel L-bolts that are
specially made and not available in most stores. The kits include, in addition to the stainless steel L-bolts, a
rigid Aluminum Template, stainless steel Nuts and Washers, plus instructions for using the template, along
with USPS specifications for the concrete pad and box placement.

